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 CZ 75 One of the most feared submachine guns in the Second World War, the CZ 75 was the signature weapon of many a
German soldier. In this expansion, Waking the Tiger, .CZ 75 is now available to every nation in Hearts of Iron IV. This is

further enhanced by the addition of national flavour to the new orders of battle, vehicles and many other aspects of the game.
Waking the Tiger is the single expansion that is recommended for all Hearts of Iron IV players. Waking the Tiger is set in the

German occupation of the Soviet Union, a time when Hitler's ambitions for a German empire in the east were moving closer to
fruition. It is the first expansion in the history of Hearts of Iron IV to be released without a major change of content, since it is
designed as a standalone package that can be added to any existing installation. Instead, a major focus has been placed on the

unique national aspects of the expansion. One of the most noticeable changes is that Soviet order of battle will now feature .CZ
75 submachine guns alongside all other arms. Additionally, Soviet armour will be equipped with .CZ 75 carriers and there are a

number of new personalities for the Reds, some of which are more .CZ 75 than others. Waking the Tiger also sees the most
significant changes to the mechanics of the game since Hearts of Iron IV has been in production. One of the most notable

changes is the new system of supply. It is now possible to assign units to enemy cities, destroy enemy supply lines and depots,
and impose a siege on enemy cities all at the same time. This allows for some very interesting diplomatic outcomes as players
try to manipulate the arms and supply situation of their opponents. Another addition is the ability for units to receive supplies
from other countries or cities on the map as normal, making it possible to increase a country's strength through diplomacy. In
addition to adding new units and mechanics, Waking the Tiger sees the addition of a number of new technologies, .CZ 75 and

personality traits, new national flavour, new military decorations and various new orders of battle, as well as a number of new UI
improvements. Contents Waking the Tiger consists of three parts: Volga Crisis: The story of the conflict that unfolds during the
Soviet occupation of the German city of Volga. Maritime War: The campaign which opens as Germany is on the 520fdb1ae7
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